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1    What Are Planetary Tool Kits? 
 
Planetary Tool Kits are a collection of tools that you can use to build 

adventures, events or patron encounters, and they come with a list of 
adventure seeds tailored to the world in question. In addition, each includes a 

number of NPCs typical to the world as well as an encounter table. A vehicle 
found on that world is also typically presented for use, along with an array of 

useful and imagination-catching scenario locations.  

 
‘It’s not the destination, it’s what you do when you get there!’  

 
Worlds like Korinthea are intended to be used in a way that suits the Game 

Master, perhaps as the location for a one-off adventure, perhaps dropped into 
an on-going campaign as a main world, or used more subtly as a minor world 

in a star system, far from the established main world. As always with the 
Planetary Tool Kit series, the GM can assume that ‘Korinthea’ is a local name in 

the indigenous language, and that the ‘official’ name is the one that appears on 
the players’ star charts.  

 
Looking for a suitable candidate on your map? Look for these criteria: 

 
Starport C or D, Size 5 or 6, Atmosphere 5,6 or 8, Hydrographics A, Population 

8-9, Government 9+, Law Level 6+, Tech Level 8-11 

 
 

NOTE: It’s assumed you won’t be printing all of this out, and that is fine. Print 
from page 4. Note that the world name and UPP form the header.  
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2    A Quick Overview   
 

Korinthea is an overcrowded world, a world where the most prized possession 
is land and real estate. A combination of history and geography have created 

this high pressure situation, and it is a situation which has itself created a vast 
number of problems. Korinthea is a waterworld, a single planet covered by a 

single shallow ocean, the only land available for settlement is the tiny island of 
Amphipolis as well as a scatter of small island chains.  

 
The island of Amphipolis has the surface area of the island of Sicily, on Earth, 

yet it struggles to cope with a population of 760 million people, equivalent to 
the combined populations of the USA, Britain, France, Germany and all the rest 

of the nations of Western Europe. The population density on this island is a 
staggering 30,000 people per square kilometre, rivalling the densest areas of 

the densest Third World cities Manila and Delhi, today. Yet Korinthea’s 
problems are on a far greater scale, compare modern Delhi’s population of 11 

million, with Amphipolis’ 760 million. Consider also that while Delhi has the 

resources of India to draw upon, Amphipolis does not... 
 

Life can be hard on the planet, poverty and squalor are commonplace, wealth 
and living space is held as a privilege by a few, whilst the millions compete for 

survival inside the noisy, crowded, trash-filled, dirty, cramped and crime-
ridden ‘Warrens’. Much of the island is intensely urbanised, skyscrapers and 

apartment blocks jostle with factories and sky-high shopping centres. Where 
high tech development has not yet reached, shanty-towns spread across the 

waste ground. Here the desperate millions hunger for food, money, jobs, roofs 
that don’t leak, running water and a chance at the high life.    

  
There’s so much happening in the Warrens of Korinthea that it is easy to get 

pulled in to some adventure or caper. Everyone wants up, or out, and the PCs 
are the exotic off-worlders who might be able to make that happen.  
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 Starport C Routine quality; unrefined fuel, repair facilities 

 Size 5 8,000km diameter (larger than Mars, gravity ½G)  

 Atmosphere 6 Standard (1.1 atmospheres, slightly denser than Earth) 

 Hydrographics A Close to 100% ocean surface 

 Population 8 760,000,000 

 Government C Charismatic oligarchy 

 Law Level 8 High; strict security procedures 

 Tech Level A Early Stellar 

 Bases  - 

 Trade Codes  Waterworld 
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3    The Neighbourhoods 

 

Beginnings 
Over two hundred years ago the only people living on Korinthea were half a 

million low-tech fisherman and their families strung out across the hoop island 
chains. These hoop tribes suffered from high mortality and disease common to 

primitive cultures. Within fifty years of a scout base being established on the 
barren island of Amphipolis, the population had doubled, with the increase 

clustered around the new starport. This off-world economy led to investment 
and new infrastructure ... and jobs. A hundred years later rapid urbanisation 

and industrialisation had fostered a local population of 50 million. Amphipolis 
was getting crowded.  

 
Large families are a tradition, one that ensured the survival of the hoop tribes 

in the high mortality days of the fishermen. In addition, religion and culture 
always placed great emphasis  on the political need and the moral duty to 

create a large, united family. Nepotism is ingrained, traditional and part of life. 

In a society like this, dynamic, energetic, and prolific the population continued 
to rise and rise. Today, one hundred years later, there are 760 million on the 

island.  
 

The island of Amphipolis is intensely urbanised, and continues to develop. As 
one approaches the coastline by grav bus or hovercraft from Port Pegasus, the 

visitor gazes upon a sea of skyscrapers seeming to rise out of the ocean, and 
like a forest on Earth, each of these towers seems to be outdoing its neighbour 

to climb higher and faster. With squalor, crime and shanty-towns running 
rampant at street level, higher is always better, and the rich are on the move 

into the newest and most luxurious penthouse apartments. Although 
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